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 Invitation Letter:

“There is no sincerer love than the love of food.” 
George Bernard Shaw
 

Dear food lover and fan of fine living, I am Chef Sebastian Jules a.k.a. Sebs, and I would like to invite 
you to a food soiree. 

YYou will be delighted with revolutionary appetizers, entrees, and 
succulent desserts that will tease your palate and delight your senses.

As a chef whose seeking employment in your fine manor, consider this my culinary audition.

Bon Appettit 
Sebs 
 























Dear [Gallery Name],

The Chinese have a saying, “don’t eat to live, live to eat” and as a chef and an artist I couldn’t agree 
more.

As a Chef and Food Designer, I would like to offer you my catering services for your events. My nou-
veau cuisine features exotic interpretations of Mediterranean, Italian, Middle Eastern, Mexican, and 
even BBQ.

Whether it’s an intimate dinner for 10 or hors d'oeuvres for 300, I can give you creativity and original-
ity in every dish. My secret is fusing the familiar with the novel, producing something entirely unex-
pected yet scrumptious.

I invite you to visit sohochef-creative.com to see some glorious food photography.

Best Regards,
Sebastian Jules aka Sebs



Dear Aficionado of Dégustation,

I am a Chef and Food Designer seeking an opportunity to delight your senses with a cuisine role in 
your home.

I have expertise with British, American, French, Italian, Japanese, Cuban cooking, as well as fusion 
cuisines that delivery unique dishes that are memorable long after they have been consumed.

AsAs a non-smoker, I have preserved my palate’s ability to distinguish the subtlety of flavors, I do not 
delivery dishes that are too spicy or too mild, and would appreciate to conserve my senses in a 
non-smoking home.

I invite you to see some of my cuisine photos.

Best Regards,
Sebastian Jules aka Sebs.  



Life gets better with a glass of wine. From the comic to the radical, I 
start a journey to create quintessential food and textures beyond 
expectations. I live for extraordinary food, fun and passion. 

I plan to create modern culinary concepts and hope to work on TV 
as a professional cook. Meanwhile, I'm keeping the Edwardian 
Punk theme as part of my website: sohochef-creative.com

Best regards,

Sebastian JulesSebastian Jules


